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Self-Healing Electric Microgrids] 
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Hybrid distributed generation systems (HDGSs) can be considered a future aspect of 
electric grids, and they are currently a rich field of research. There are numerous studies 
on renewable resources, mainly wind and PV. However, the amount of research on hybrid 
distributed generation systems (HDGSs) is not as abundant. There are multiple ways to 
model an HDGS depending on the method of the research, e.g., probabilistic or 
deterministic. The subsystems of an HDGS can be represented as states using Markov 
modelling, by simulation using the Monte Carlo technique, by mathematical equations, etc. 
In the present study, the subsystems of an HDGS will be modelled separately to achieve a 
highly accurate model for each by including the physical components of every subsystem.  
This study proposes a new method of representing a HDGS in that it makes use of multiple 
techniques and simulations. An effective energy management technique with mathematical 
equations that govern the power exchange, locally and on the feeder, is also proposed, 
which gives the running of some energy sources priority over others to minimize the 
operational cost. Reliability block diagrams (RBDs) will be used to group every subsystem 
xx
 
 
into a minimal number of components to reduce calculation time and complexity. The 
metrological data of the solar radiation (SR), wind speed (WS), and ambient temperature 
(TEMP) will be collected and used for forecasting future data. As this study is primarily 
focused on the operation of the HDGS, the forecast will be an hourly sequential forecast 
using the auto regressive moving average (ARMA) technique. Secondly, the power output 
of each distributed generator (DG) will be obtained by using the input-output relation of 
each subsystem. Monte Carlo simulations will be used to simulate the failures of every 
subsystem in addition to the equivalent failures seen by the load from the grid. All the 
subsystems, including the storage, will then be combined into one HDGS. The proposed 
mathematical equations that govern the energy exchange between the HDGS and the load 
will subsequently be applied, taking into account the Monte Carlo simulation of all failures 
and repairs. Thus, the energy supplied to the load at every hour will be obtained as well as 
the excess or lack of energy at every hour. The three following cases will be studied: one 
in which the HDGS will supply only the local load beside it, one in which the HDGS will 
supply the local load and the next load if possible, and one in which the HDGS will supply 
two loads depending on a provided priority list. Lastly, the reliability of the system will be 
studied, and additional case studies and analyses will be undertaken. 
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Smart Self-Healing Microgrids 
Microgrids (rG) are becoming increasingly common in the electrical power field. They 
can be designed and modelled in different schemes and may work in parallel with the grid 
or in an islanded mode. They can work in both modes depending on certain factors, 
including the operational cost. Hybrid distributed generation systems are generators with 
energy storage systems that are integrated with the load. These distributed generators can 
be wind generators, PV power generators, thermal power generators, or conventional 
generators. Furthermore, a number of storage systems exist, and among these, the most 
common storage system is the battery storage system. Additionally, flywheel storage and 
super capacitor systems exist. Energy storage systems have three main objectives: they 
should smooth the fluctuations in the power output, substitute for any power shortage from 
the distributed generators (DG), and provide the initial power in the transition between grid 
operation and islanded operation. DG systems tend to have a low capacity-to-load ratio. 
DG systems are intended to aid the load side rather than the utility side. The IEEE standard 
P1547.4 is an important guide on how to design a DG system, operate it and integrate it 
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with the electric grid, [1]. This standard is, in effect, an improved version of IEEE standard 
1547-2003 [2]. 
 
1.2 Motivation 
Over the past century, radial systems have been used extensively. Only recently have 
researchers moved towards new system configurations. Two distinct reasons behind the 
trend towards the new configurations can be observed. An essential reason is simply the 
desire to increase the reliability of electrical networks. For this reason, researchers have 
invested effort and exploration into what are referred to as smart grids. Smart grids can be 
defined in a multitude of ways. For instance, a consumer would define a smart grid as a 
grid that uses smart wattmeters in his/her home or facility. Indeed, it also denotes having 
smart or self-controlled appliances. From a utilitarian perspective, smart grids are those 
that have distributed generation, smart monitoring over the system, and other aspects such 
as load management and self-healing.  
 
Accordingly, the main target of this work will be to design a hybrid distributed generation 
system (HDGS) that includes a PV system, a wind turbine, storage, and a diesel generator. 
Firstly, each system will be designed separately. Secondly, all of those aforementioned 
subsystems will be combined to form the HDGS. Several factors will be considered to 
study the effect of this HDGS on an electrical network. Subsequently, the availability of 
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the diesel generator will be evaluated. The availability of the PV and wind sources will 
also be studied. In addition, the charging and discharging of the energy-storing units will 
be included. 
 
1.3 Objectives 
A system with smart restoration/self-healing has been an essential goal since the high 
penetration of renewable energy sources into electrical grids. The aims of this work are 
assigned as follows: 
1. Modelling the conventional distributed generator (DG), PV DG, wind DG, and 
energy storage systems. The availability of each subsystem will be evaluated based 
on the ability to supply the load at every hour over the study period.  
2. Combining all the subsystems into one HDGS, which will be the complete proposed 
HDGS model.  
3. The complete HDGS will be used as one system and implemented into the 
microgrid to assess the smart self-healing effect of the HDGS on the microgrid.  
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
This thesis will follow an ordered sequence that is explained as follows. In chapter 2, a 
literature review will be compiled and presented on the fields of smart grids, micro-grids, 
distributed generation, renewable sources, energy storage, conventional generators, cost 
analysis, forecasting and simulation techniques, etc. In chapter 3, the problem shall be 
formulated by first presenting the hybrid distributed generation system (HDGS) on the one 
hand and the operational model on the other as well as the equations that relate the inputs 
and outputs of every subsystem. Subsequently, the physical model of each system will be 
given and studied from a reliability point of view.  
 
The system will be used in different case studies presented in chapter 4. In the first case 
study, the HDGS will be allowed to supply only the local load at a load point. In the second 
case study, the HDGS will be allowed to supply a neighbour load with whatever excess 
energy it possesses after fully supplying the first load. In the final case study, the HDGS 
will be given a priority list, based upon which it will supply two loads in order. The 
simulation results will be presented, and then two cases will be evaluated to study the effect 
of changing various essential parameters of the system. In each case, one parameter will 
be changed at a time. Chapter 5 will review the work performed and draw conclusions as 
well as discuss possible future work that can be conducted.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Renewable energy sources do not require fuel; they are green sources and are very 
attractive as distributed generators. Thus, for cases when the continuity of power supply is 
important, as in a hospital, for example, the use of DG sources would be important. 
However, in most of the world, the use of renewable energy sources as backup generators 
is still fairly uncommon. This is due to the random intermittency that occurs with renewable 
energy sources, and for this reason, a conventional generator is used in such cases. 
However, the combination of renewable energy sources and a conventional DG can provide 
a more reliable system with fewer environmental effects. To make the renewable energy 
sources more reliable and able to provide steady power output, energy storage units can be 
used. This requires a more sophisticated study of the systems, but it will eventually result 
in better and more reliable systems.  
 
2.1 Distributed Generation 
In [3], the authors model a wind distributed generator, and three models were used. The 
first is made for a non-intermittent DG source. The second model considers the uncertainty 
in the wind generation and is based on Markov models. Monte Carlo simulation was also 
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used in the process to model the failure and repair rates of the proposed system. In their 
third model, the authors simply combined some characteristics of the first model and some 
of the second. The authors suggested the use of statistical grouping techniques, or what is 
called clustering, to reduce the number of states. Various DG models were presented in [4], 
and they were evaluated based upon specific constraints of reliability and economic 
efficiency. The study also used what is called the fuzzy judgement matrix to help evaluate 
the reliability of the DGs. 
 
In distributed generation, storage sizing is an important aspect of the design. In [5], the 
Markov modelling used real metrological data of solar radiation to best size the storage 
used at the load points. Three main models were presented, and in the first, the storage was 
simply chosen to be equal to that needed for the days when the load is more than the 
generation. In the second model, the generation on the days where the load is more than 
the generation was considered for better results. The final model divided the solar radiation 
into many states, giving the best results in terms of sizing the storage units. Sometimes, the 
designer is interested in the power production estimation, as with the case in [6]. To achieve 
this, reliability indices, such as LOLE, LOEE, and LOLF, were used. The design was 
completed in MATLAB based on Markov modelling. The model used clustering and 
Monte Carlo simulation. The authors actually used the reliability modelling to estimate the 
power production as the final goal rather than the reliability itself. 
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2.2 The PV System 
In [7], the solar radiation was divided into different states by Markov modelling. The aim 
was to optimize the storage size. In this study, the Markov model incorporated only two 
states for the solar radiation, but the battery levels were divided into additional states. 
Furthermore, the battery states were increased to determine the effect of having finer state 
divisions. A combination of only PV and wind systems was evaluated in [8]. The authors 
aimed to evaluate the performance of such a hybrid system. In [9], a case study described 
the voltage levels in some networks in the UK. The issue was the low voltage level in those 
lines, and the authors used Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate and study this problem. 
Eventually, they attributed the issue to the length of those lines. In other studies, such as 
[10], probabilistic methods were used to optimize the design of the PV system. This study 
used more than just one method. One of the methods used in the study was Markov chain 
modelling. A battery model allows transitions from a state to neighbouring states only, and 
it can allow the transitions to go even beyond the neighbouring states. In other words, if 
there are five states representing the battery, and state one is the totally discharged battery 
state, there are two ways to model the transitions between these five states. In method one, 
the transition can, for example, only go from state three to state two or state four, and it 
cannot go to any state beyond those two neighbouring states. In method two, state three 
can directly transition to any state; it does not have to be a neighbouring state. A battery 
model in which the state transition was allowed to pass multiple states was presented in 
[11]. 
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In [12], a review on experimental microgrids and test systems was performed. The study 
discussed many topologies used in different places around the world to connect the DG. 
Some of those topologies also included transformers after the PV or wind systems. A 
number of systems had more than one PV system, and each one had a different method of 
placement. A method to test the PV modules’ reliability was presented in [13], and in [14], 
a PV system’s reliability effect on a network was evaluated by modelling a PV system and 
installing it on the IEEE reliability test system. System adequacy indices were used to 
demonstrate the effect of the PV system used, and the PV system was proved to improve 
the reliability of the network. A PV system design was shown in [15], and the system was 
then tested and compared to other representations. Mechanical failure and repair rates of 
PV strings were given in [16]. Those rates can be used for the physical representation of 
PV strings that are represented by only up and down states.  
 
The weather effects play an important role in the representation of renewable energy 
systems. For this reason, in [17], the weather effects were included in the study of the 
modelling of PV systems. Inverters were then introduced as state models in [18]. This study 
was not content with simply modelling the inverter and also studied its effect on the 
reliability of the system. It was observed that, even though the DG systems may increase 
the reliability of a network, the inverter’s failure and repair rates can significantly affect 
that. Weather statistical data were obtained and used in [19] to model a wind-PV energy 
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system. The system was broken into states, and these states were numerous for the analysis. 
To reduce the time required for analysis, the number of states was reduced by the use of 
fuzzy C-means clustering. The systems were then made into a Markov chain 
representation. Finally, the systems were added to the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) 
for evaluation. The reliability of the physical components of a wind turbine system were 
also provided in that study. 
 
2.3 The Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) 
The wind speed was recorded at specific locations in Egypt that are appropriate locations 
to host wind generators [20]. The data were further processed in MATLAB and Simulink. 
The study considered the wind turbine generator (WTG) as a separate component. 
Eventually, the system ended up with three composite states. For the wind speed modelling, 
a Weibull distribution was used. In [21], a simplified model was used to represent the 
WTG. Most of the focus was on the process of the data, for instance, the wind speed and 
power output of the WTG. For the case study, the real-life system parameters were taken 
from the Jeju Island power system in Korea. 
 
In [22], a model for large wind farms was presented. The model did not divide the states 
based upon the generating units but instead based upon their level of generated power. The 
transitions were obtained by acquiring the frequency of occurrence and the duration of each 
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state. The seasonal data were considered to show the effect of the seasons on the reliability 
of the model. A different way of considering the sizing of renewable DGs was presented 
in [23]. The analysis was based on the cost considering the interest rate and present worth 
value concepts.  
 
The reliability of WTGs was considered in [24] by first processing the wind speed data and 
obtaining the power output of the WTGs. Then, they were divided into states, and the model 
was simplified by reduction of the number of states. For the RBTS bus-2 system that is 
used in many studies as a reliability test system, those data were given in [25] and [26]. 
The failure rate, rating, and specification of each component of the system were provided 
in [25], [26]. All of the aforementioned work either focuses on one subsystem, such as the 
wind or PV system, or uses one simulation technique.   
 
2.4 Data Forecast Techniques and Simulations 
Because the renewable sources might not be available all the time and their availability 
cannot be known, historical data can be used to predict them. There are different ways to 
use the historical data to predict the future results, such as the auto regressive moving 
average method (ARMA) [27], [28]. By further evaluating the wind speed or solar 
radiation, the expected power output can be determined [29]. 
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In [30], a PV system was installed in the IEEE reliability test system. The effect of 
installing the PV system on the reliability indices was investigated. The insertion of a PV 
system into the IEEE reliability test system improved the reliability indices. In [31], 
different representations of PV systems were compared. The authors presented a reduced 
model for the PV system and compared it to other representations. The weather effect on 
PV systems was included in [32]. As the number of factors increases, both the system’s 
accuracy and complexity increase. 
 
Depending on the technique desired for forecasting the wind speed and the solar radiation, 
a model has to be created. In [34]-[36], a sequential Monte Carlo simulation was used to 
simulate the hourly wind speed for a year. In [37],[38], the basic concept of the ARMA 
method is explained, and the process of choosing the best number of Auto Regressive (AR) 
and Moving Average (MA) terms is also explained. The ARMA model created can then be 
used to simulate the wind speed as shown in the aforementioned studies. It is explained in 
[46]-[47] how to carry out a Monte Carlo simulation for exponentially distributed failure 
and repair rates. The Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) technique is also useful 
for such simulations. 
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2.5 Smart Grids 
In this section, smart grids will be reviewed. Smart grids usually include more than one 
type of generation. Smart grids, as previously stated, can be considered from different 
views. They are networks that have smart monitoring and energy systems [48]-[50]. 
Moreover, they have bidirectional power flow and are rather more complex than 
conventional networks [49]. Thus, reliability studies as well as the design of these smart 
systems are also rather complex [51]-[52]. Reliability is an important aspect in electrical 
networks. When reliability is discussed, simply and primarily, it points to the ability to 
keep power flowing to customers with no or a minimum number of interruptions [53]. 
Because the reliability of electrical networks is important for both customers and the utility 
itself, researchers need to invest more work in this direction [48], [54]-[56]. 
 
In [57], smart grids are defined as small voltage distribution networks that transfer power 
to small loads. The essential aspects of a smart grid are the bidirectional power flow, self-
restoration/healing, and use of renewable distributed energy sources, such as PV sources 
[58]. The economic benefits as well as the operational and environmental advantages of 
using smart grids have been researched in some previously published studies [59]-[63]. In 
[54], [64], and [65], the effect of using smart grids on the reliability indices of the electrical 
networks was studied.  
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2.6 Reliability of Microgrids 
Primarily, microgrids have an effect on the system after the occurrence of natural disasters. 
This issue was addressed and studied in [66]. In that work, Markov state space models were 
used but were based on the minimal cut sets. This was applied so that the analysis of the 
problem would be more straightforward. The authors verified their results by comparing 
them to Monte Carlo simulation results. Regarding the storage system presented in [66], 
the battery was allowed to move from one state to any other. However, their battery system 
was slightly modified at some specific points. The reliability and optimal sizing of a 
standalone PV system was considered in [67]. The analysis was based on a Markov model 
representation but used the loss of load probability (LOLP) as the design criterion. Fault 
tree analysis (FTA) and reliability block diagrams (RBD) served the design of their system. 
The authors tried to avoid Monte Carlo simulation because of the computational time it 
may require. The design modelled the PV as if it was a string of a number of PV modules. 
The storage system was also considered as a group of batteries. The main concern of this 
study regarded sizing the system based upon the LOLP. 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
PROBLEM FORMULTION AND INPUT DATA  
3.1 Modelling the Renewable Resources 
Renewable resources are far more complicated than the conventional generator model. 
Simulations will be needed to represent those systems and their operation. Metrological 
data can also be used as inputs, whilst the PV system will be divided into two sections – 
the physical components model and the data simulation model. Those two models can then 
be put in series. They will be considered in series because the PV system will be considered 
to be down if it fails physically or if it receives no solar radiation. The physical model will 
have the PV strings, and the simplest way to represent that is by a two-state model. 
However, the representation that will be used here will take into account that those strings 
can work in parallel or in series. Thus, the physical model can have more than two states. 
The data-based model will have the solar radiation as an input, and this will present a factor 
of uncertainty that can be accounted for through a Monte Carlo simulation. The output of 
this PV system will, of course, be its solar power (PS). 
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3.1.1 The Operational Model of the PV System 
The PV system is presented in Figure 3-1. The presented system shows the inputs and 
outputs of the PV system as well. However, these inputs and outputs are solely for the PV 
system and form an integral part of the complete HDGS. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 The Operational Model of the PV System 
 
The previously mentioned systems can be combined in different ways. They can be 
converted into Markov states and then analysed. Nevertheless, these systems are better 
when combined and then converted to Markov states. This is why Figure 3-1 is based on 
data analysis. For the purpose of considering the uncertainty in the random power 
generation of solar radiation, a Monte Carlo simulation might be used with an uncertainty 
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factor to generate solar radiation data for a number of years. The basic equations governing 
the PV system are [23]: 
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where: 
 - Short-circuit current 
#$- Open-circuit voltage 
Rs - Series resistance 
Vt - Thermal voltage  
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where the equation parameters are: 
NOCT = normal operating cell temperature of the module 
STC = standard test conditions of the module 
Isc* = Short circuit current of the module at STC 
Voc* = Open-circuit voltage of the module at STC 
IM * = Maximum current of the module at STC 
VM* = Maximum voltage of the module at STC 
G* = Irradiance at STC 
Tc* = Temperature of the module at STC 
Ta = Ambient temperature 
Tc = Operating temperature of the module above ambient 
Geff = Effective irradiance, related to the incidence angle 
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dIsc/dTc = Temperature coefficient of the current 
dVoc/dTc=Temperature coefficient of the voltage 
Boc =Empirically adjusted parameter = ~.04 
-#=Empirically adjusted parameter = G* 
 
C"0D2  7%EF "?0D2F ?0D2 (3-7) 
where PV(t) is the power generated, Npv is the number of modules, Vm(t) is the maximum 
voltage, and Im(t) is the maximum current of the module at time t. For simplicity, if the 
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current are directly provided, the following equations 
can be used [41]: 
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QQ  0"+RR+RR2>0"OG JG2 (3-11) 
 
 
CRP  7 * QQ * " *  (3-12) 
where /G is the temperature of the cell (in Celsius), I is the short-circuit current of a PV 
cell (in amperes), ST is the temperature factor of the short-circuit current (in amperes / 
Celsius), V is the open-circuit voltage (in volts), and KP is the open-circuit voltage 
temperature factor (in volts / Celsius). FF refers to the fill factor. "+RR and +RRare the 
voltage and current at maximum power under normal operating conditions, 
respectively."OG UVWJG are the open-circuit voltage and current, respectively. The solar 
radiation level is denoted by ‘s’ in the equations above.  
 
3.1.2 The Operational Model of the WTG  
In the same manner, the wind system also has its own separate design. The idea does not 
vary much from that of the PV system except that the equations processing the inputs are 
different. However, the scheme used to process the data of each system can be different for 
many purposes, one of which is the comparison. Figure 3-2 shows the separate system of 
the wind turbine generators. 
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Figure 3-2 The Operational Model of the Wind System 
 
Figure 3-2 shows that the wind speed data has to be retrieved by means of a Monte Carlo 
simulation, and the data are processed based upon the turbine’s power output vs. wind 
speed curve. This will result in a power output curve that can be combined with the output 
of the other systems to make the HDGS. The wind system basically follows the set of 
equations below [21]: 
 
 
C  : 1X%"YZ (3-13) 
 
where: 
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P – Theoretical Power [W]. 
Cp - Power coefficient. 
p - Air density (1.225 kg/m3). 
V - Wind velocity (m/sec). 
A - Swept area of the rotor disc (m2). 
 
C[  \ ;] ; ^ _=[ ` "1[Ca0Z $ b c _=[ $ 4 c _=[@2] "1[ ^ _=[ ` "aCa ] "a ^ _=[ ^ "1d;] "1d ` _=[  (3-14) 
The parameters A, B and C are given by: 
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where: 
SWi – Wind Speed at the ith hour [m/s]. 
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Pr – Rated power [W]. 
Vr – Rated speed (m/s). 
Vci – Cut in speed (m/s). 
Vco - Cut out speed (m/s). 
 
3.2 The Model of the Conventional DG 
The conventional generator will be represented by a two-state model. These two states are 
either up or down. This model does not need to be more complex, as its power output is 
steadier than that of the renewable resources. The price signal can be added at a later stage 
as an input signal to the model of the conventional DG. Thus, the input to this system can 
be the price signal, and the output will of course be the power output of the conventional 
DG (PDG). The price of electricity is what is meant by the price signal here. 
 
The conventional DG is not a random power generator, as is the case with the renewable 
sources. Thus, its model will not be dependent on factors such as PV radiation and wind 
speed. The fuel source can be assumed to be 100% reliable. In this study, the conventional 
DG would be considered with an input, and this input would be the price signal. In other 
words, when the electricity generated by other sources is expensive, the DG can work 
instead, and vice versa. Figure 3-3 shows the operational design of the conventional DG. 
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Figure 3-3 The Operational Model of the Conventional System 
 
The conventional DG will give power output that is still not difficult to combine with the 
output of the other sources. After that, the final output can be sent to the battery or the 
microgrid.  
 
3.3 The Model of the Energy Storage System 
The energy storage system will be the one to store the excess energy from the renewable 
sources. It will also act as a backup source. Additionally, the storage system makes up for 
the fluctuations in the output of the renewable sources. Figure 3-4 shows the operational 
diagram of the storage system and its interaction with the rest of the system. 
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Figure 3-4 The Operational Model of the Storage System 
 
The battery is not governed by power generating equations but rather by a charge and 
discharge process. Thus, it can be implemented with the other components of the system 
after they have all been combined together. Subsequently, the full HDGS would be 
installed on a load point with failure and repair rates. The flowchart that governs the process 
of interaction between the PV system and the storage system is shown in Figure 3-5. The 
same process exactly applies to the case between the wind system and the storage system. 
It is important to note that the battery system is common to the wind and the PV systems, 
and thus, merging the two processes will be considered. Points ‘B’ and ‘C’ on the flowchart 
are the points at which the diesel generator will be inserted. The flowchart of the diesel 
generator is shown in Figure 3-6, and it will be inserted at points ‘B’ and ‘C’ as mentioned. 
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In the following flowchart, the power generated by the renewable sources will serve the 
load. If the power generated by the renewable sources is insufficient, the battery will be 
discharged to feed the unfed load. If the battery and the renewable sources are not enough 
to supply the load, the diesel generator will be operated. Any excess energy from the 
renewable sources will be used to charge the battery under the condition that the battery is 
not fully charged yet. All the parameters used in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 are explained 
in Table 3-1. 
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Figure 3-5 Flowchart of the Flow of Energy 
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Figure 3-6 Diesel Generator’s Energy Flow Incorporation into The System 
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For the variables shown in Figure 3-5, all the variables are declared in Table 3-1. The 
efficiencies and other parameters mentioned in the flowchart are recorded in Table A-1. 
 
Table 3-1 Variable Definitions 
Variable Definition 
DOD Depth of discharge 
E Energy 
j Hour of the year 
SOC(j) State of charge at jth hour 
sbat Battery efficiency 
sinv Inverter efficiency 
CB Battery capacity 
E_Dem The energy demand 
ED 
A temporary variable of energy 
demand  
E_DG_min The maximum energy generated by the diesel generator 
E_DG_max The minimum energy generated by the diesel generator 
Subscripts 
B Available battery bank energy 
Bmin Minimum battery charge 
Bmax Maximum battery charge 
D Energy load demand 
PV Energy produced from the PV generator 
S Energy for storage 
U Unsatisfied energy 
User Energy supplied to the user 
Unused Unused energy (full battery) 
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3.4 The Operational Model of the HDGS 
Firstly, the HDGS is divided into subsystems, and each is made of different components. 
The HDGS will be composed of four main components that will later be connected to the 
grid. The storage model will be represented as a system of batteries that will have states of 
charge (SOC). The charging and discharging rates will be based on generation. The storage 
system will be common to all the DG sources. The transitions between the SOC of the 
battery can be allowed to move multiple states in one transition, i.e., to non-neighbouring 
states, or they can be restricted to move to the neighbouring states only. The number of 
SOC can be large for finer results, but that would be to the detriment of the simulation 
time, and thus, the number of states can be reduced by means of clustering.  
 
Several studies in the literature discuss how to design a PV DG, how to size it, and its effect 
on the system. Typically, only one of those aspects is addressed at a time. The wind system 
is similar in overall design to the PV system. These two systems suffer from the problem 
of random power generation, or more precisely, intermittent power generation. For this 
reason, an energy storage system is usually combined with those two systems in regard to 
either designing the system or studying its reliability. For the conventional/diesel DG, 
reliability is not heavily invested for a separate DG because it tends to function as a backup 
source or is combined with renewable DGs. In other words, the conventional DG is usually 
studied with other subsystems rather than being studied separately. 
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In this work, all the components will be combined in what will be called the hybrid 
distributed generation system (HDGS); see Figure 3-7. This HDGS will assess the network 
in the case of natural disasters, maintenance of network connected sources, or even when 
the microgrid is working properly. In case of natural disasters or maintenance, the HDGS 
will work in an islanded mode, and the need for the HDGS in this case makes sense. If the 
microgrid is working well, the HDGS can still be used. This could be due to the price 
difference or other factors.  
 
First, the system needs to be designed on a common ground. Thus, the data will be 
processed for each system alone, and then all the systems will be combined into one system. 
Furthermore, the complete HDGS will be presented in terms of Markov chains. It is 
possible to represent each system by its Markov model and then combine them, but the 
process of combining the two systems might be more difficult. The operation model of the 
full system is shown in Figure 3-7.  
 
The wind power generation system will require the wind speed as an input. This can be 
performed with the Monte Carlo simulation as well. By using the wind speed vs. wind 
power curve, the power output of the wind system (PW) can then be calculated. PW will 
be the output of this wind power generation system. It can then be divided into states, and 
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this can be conducted using the convolution of the power generation and load curves or by 
other means. The process of dividing the system into states can also be applied to the PV 
system. It is very important to represent the components by their data, combine the data, 
and then divide them into states so that the model can be generalized for any data. In case 
each model is made into states before combining the models, any change of the data will 
require a change of every model and then a change in the combined models. Both options 
are valid, but the first one is easier to modify. 
 
Each of the DC power-generating systems requires inverters. Those inverters can be 
central, i.e., one or a few inverters will connect the complete DC system to the AC one. 
Alternately, they can be distributed, i.e., each system will have its own inverters. The WTG 
is composed of physical components that are in series, and its model will involve the 
physical components inside the wind turbine such as the tower, rotor, and yaw system. 
 
After combining all of the models together, they will be implemented on a utility grid. For 
this purpose, systems such as the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) can be used. 
Evaluation of the reliability of such systems will be conducted, and this will be followed 
by two case studies. Finally, the effect of the HDGS on the self-healing of the network can 
then be assessed. 
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Figure 3-7 The Operational Connection of The HDGS 
 
The HDGS is made of four main components: the PV DG (S), the wind DG (W), the 
conventional DG (C), and the energy storage system (E). The system takes three main 
inputs, namely, the operational cost (OC), the solar radiation (SR) and the wind speed 
(WS). The WS signal will be an input to the wind DG block, the SR signal will be an input 
to the PV DG block, and the OC signal will be an input to the conventional DG block. All 
of the systems will naturally provide power as an output, which will be injected into the 
microgrid (rG). The energy storage saves excess energy from the HDGS, or it can save the 
energy for later usage. It will also discharge into the microgrid in case the HDGS is not 
able to fully supply the load by itself.  
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3.5 Auto Regressive Moving Average Representation 
To apply the input/output relationship of a PV or wind system, historical data are needed. 
This historical data include the wind speed, the ambient temperature and the solar radiation. 
The data need to be modelled and simulated to account for their unpredictable behaviour. 
Therefore, the ARMA technique can be used to make a model for the input data, and this 
model can be used for short- or long-term forecasting. The simulated input data can then 
be substituted into the input/output equations of the subsystems to obtain the simulated 
power output.  
 
Usually, the ARMA model is written in the notation ARMA (n, m), where n and m are the 
numbers of AR and MA terms, respectively. The general format of the ARMA model is as 
follows: 
 
j&  5j&k5 $ @j&k@ $l$ mj&km $ n& o5n&k5 o@n&k@lopn&kp (3-18) 
where e (i = 1, 2 . . . . . n) and oq (j = 1, 2 . . . . . m) are the AR and the MA parameters of 
the model, respectively. The normal white noise with zero mean is represented by n& , and 
it has a variance of Ar@. Thus, by using historical data, the coefficients in the 
aforementioned equation of the ARMA model can be obtained. The question is how to 
determine the best number of terms required in the ARMA model. In other words, the 
ARMA (p, q) model’s quality depends on the value of ‘p’ and ‘q’ as well. There are several 
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techniques that can be used for this, one of which is the Akaike or Bayesian information 
criteria AIC/BIC technique. In this technique, different values of ‘p’ and ‘q’ are tested, and 
for each case, the ARMA (p, q) model is given an optimized loglikelihood value. This 
value can then be used to calculate the AIC/BIC. The ARMA (p, q) model that has the 
lowest value of AIC/BIC is the best model to use for the given data. The AIC/ BIC indices 
are the ones used in this work. 
 
3.6 Monte Carlo Simulation 
All failures and repairs were represented by Monte Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo 
simulations can be applied to different types of probability distributions by using the 
inverse transform method. To perform a Monte Carlo simulation for an exponential 
distribution, the inverse transformation of that distribution must first be obtained, and then 
the resulting function can be used for simulation. This is explained in detail in the following 
steps: 
1- Obtain the probability distribution function (pdf), f(x), and the cumulative 
distribution function (cdf), F(x), of the exponential distribution. 
 
602  stkuv]  w ;;] x ` ;  (3-19) 
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kuv]  w ;;] x ` ;  (3-20) 
 
2- Set R = F(x) for the range of x. Note that R is a uniformly distributed number 
between 0 and 1. 
3- Obtain the inverse of the equation. 
 yz{
z| 3   kuv  }  kuv~V0  }2  tx   ~V0  }2t   ~V0}2t
 (3-21) 
4- Generate a uniformly distributed number R between 0 and 1 and obtain the value 
of x. This operation can be performed as many times as needed. 
 
3.7 Cost Analysis for the Subsystems 
To calculate the cost, the present worth value, salvage value, operation and maintenance, 
and fuel cost should all be considered.  For generality, the cost analysis will be shown for 
a PV, wind, and a diesel generator. However, the main focus will be the operational cost 
of the conventional DG, which is the diesel generator in this case. If all models are 
considered in the cost analysis, the net present cost (NPC) shall be calculated for all of 
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them. The main aim will of course be to have a system that works for the minimum cost. 
Thus, the objective function would be [23]: 
 
?[,[?[7C4  Iq  _qq $ 8qqNq5  (3-22) 
The term ‘j’ accounts for the 4 main components of the system (wind, PV, storage, and 
diesel generator). q is the sum of all present capital costs of a unit j. _q is the salvage value 
expressed in the present time. The number of generating units is represented by q. The 
present cost of operation and maintenance is denoted as 8q , while q expresses the 
energy output of the jth unit. The present worth factor (PWF1) is used to obtain the present 
worth value of a component [23]: 
 
C=Q   0 $ [2  [ * 0 $ [2  (3-23) 
where N is the lifetime of the unit in years and [ is the annual interest rate. For such a unit, 
the salvage value in terms of the present worth can be obtained by the multiplication of the 
salvage value by PWF2 [23]: 
 
C=Q:   0 $ [20 $ [2  (3-24) 
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where [ is the inflation rate. For a unit that requires replacement, such as the battery or 
diesel generator, the equations require modification. To calculate the present capital cost 
for such a unit, the following equation is used [23]: 
 
q  44 *f0 $ [20 $ [2h
0vk52F vv5  (3-25) 
where CCU is the unit’s capital cost, Ld is the unit’s lifetime, and xd is the number of units 
purchased in the project’s lifetime. The present cost of the salvage value of such a unit can 
be obtained by [23]: 
 
_q  _ * % *  f0 $ [20 $ [2h
vFvk5
v5
$_& * % * f0 $ [20 $ [2h

 (3-26) 
 
 
_&  _  n. ( * j3) $n (3-27) 
where & is the salvage value of the last unit purchased,  is the salvage value of a unit, 
n is the capital cost of a unit, ‘years’ is the number of years the last unit lasted in the 
project, Ld was previously explained, and Rd is the unit’s capacity. For the OM cost, the 
OM cost of the battery is set as one cost, but for the case of the conventional DG, this cost 
will be divided into fuel cost (FC) and maintenance cost (MC) [23].  
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 (3-28) 
 
 
8b  KO+ * _ * C=Q (3-29) 
In the above equations, _ ] 3,.- are the size and hours of operation of the 
conventional DG, respectively. OMG and OMB are the OM costs of the conventional DG 
and the battery, respectively. SB is the size of the battery, while the battery is assumed to 
have a salvage value of 0. The operation and maintenance battery cost is represented by 
KOMB. 
 
3.8 Physical Modelling of Renewables 
In the previous subsections, the operational models and the scheme that will be followed 
in simulating the data were presented. In this subsection, the physical model will be 
presented. For the wind system, the design is made of many physical components, while 
the PV system is based mainly on the modules or strings. For the conventional DG, the 
operational system can be considered the same as the physical system. This is because the 
two-state representation of the conventional DG comprises the physical up and down states.  
 
There will be two physical states of the conventional DG, as follows: the working state and 
the failure state. The physical model of the conventional DG is simply one block of the 
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generator itself. The PV DG will be made of the PV string as stated and the DC-DC boost 
in case it is used. The wind and PV DGs will have an inverter at the last stage before being 
connected to the grid. The physical system of the PV DG is shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 
3-9, while the physical system of the wind DG is shown in Figure 3-10. 
 
 
Figure 3-8 The Physical Model of the PV DG 
 
 
Figure 3-9 An Advanced PV Physical Model 
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Figure 3-9 shows the PV physical model, but it refers to the PV subsystem as a whole 
instead of just the PV strings. Those other components are placed in the figure to clarify 
the connection from the PV system to the load, which will of course come after the inverter 
stage. The model in Figure 3-9 takes more components into account and thus will be the 
model used in this work for more accurate results. 
 
 
Figure 3-10 The Physical Model of the Wind DG 
 
Figure 3-10 shows a combination of components that are all in series. Those components 
together form the wind turbine generator (WTG). This WTG can then be connected to the 
load through the rest of the system’s components, as shown in Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-11 Connection from the WTG to the Load  
 
For the diesel generator, control unit, charge controller, WTG, and PV string, the reliability 
model will be made of two states. The up state is when the system is working properly, and 
the down state is when the system produces no output.  
 
3.9 Reliability Modelling and Markov States 
The reliability modelling will make use of the Markov chain modelling. This part can be 
perceived in two different ways, as was explained earlier. In the first, the complete system 
can be combined from an analytical data point of view and then converted into Markov 
states. This case seems to be easier when combining the systems, and it can be represented 
as shown in Figure 3-12. In case each subsystem is represented in Markov states alone, 
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each subsystem will look similar to that shown in Figure 3-12 except for the conventional 
DG, which will be similar to that shown in Figure 3-13. 
 
 
Figure 3-12 The General/Subsystem Reliability Model 
 
 
Figure 3-13 The Reliability Model of the Conventional DG 
 
Figure 3-12 is one way to combine the operational and the physical systems. However, this 
will lead to a system with more states as well as a more complicated scheme. To avoid this 
scenario, the operational system can be integrated into the battery model. Thus, the battery 
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can manage the process of the power exchange and work in parallel with the physical model 
of the WTG, PV, and diesel systems.  
 
From a reliability point of view, if, for example, the PV system is made up of more than 
one string (which is usually the case), the reliability of those strings can be modelled as 
shown in Figure 3-14. The figure indicates that, if there are N strings, the failure rate of 
one of them is N.m, while m is the failure rate of just one of them.  
 
 
Figure 3-14 Markov model of the PV Strings 
  
The models for the different components of the HDGS have been achieved in the previous 
sections. In this section, the failure rates, repair times, mean time to failure (MTTF), mean 
time to repair (MTTR), costs, and any other data used will be listed. In Table A-2, the 
failure rates and repair times of all of the wind system’s physical components are listed 
[19], [39]-[40].  
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Table A-3 and Table A-4 show the PV panels, inverter, charge controller, control unit, and 
WTG rectifier data as well as the systems’ costs [19],[67], and [23]. Table A-5 shows the 
PV system’s parameters, while Table A-6 provides the parameters for the wind system 
[41]. Table A-7 shows the diesel generator’s reliability data [41], [68]. 
 
The per unit load data were obtained from [42]-[44]. The solar radiation, ambient 
temperature and wind speed were obtained from [45]. The wind speed, solar power, and 
ambient temperature from the aforementioned source are for US cities only, and they are 
divided into three classes. Class I denotes that the data provided has a low error percentage, 
while class II denotes that the data contains a marginally higher error percentage. A third 
class that might contain data gaps also exists. The data were obtained for Midland 
International Airport, Texas, US, and this specific place was selected due to having decent 
solar radiation and wind speed. In addition, the data were chosen as class I to guarantee the 
best possible accuracy. The data were not taken for one year but rather over a longer period 
of time (1991-2005), and for each month, the most accurate data of that month from the 
entire span of years were taken as an average to represent that specific month. Thus, it is 
possible that the first month of the year would be from 1991 while the second could be 
from 1995. However, the 12 months together represent the best average of the required 
data covering all the years. 
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3.10 The Comprehensive Model of the HDGS 
In the previous sections, a detailed explanation of each subsystem of the HDGS was 
presented. Each component was separately described, and its data were provided as well 
as the general idea of how those subsystems will be connected. In this section, the final 
picture of the complete HDGS will be given. The final scheme for analysing the full system 
will be discussed, the case studies are described, and the results will be provided. The 
overall design of the HDGS with all inputs and outputs is shown in Figure 3-15. The WTG 
block contains the equivalent system of all the components shown in Figure 3-10. The 
battery block is common between the renewable systems, and it interacts with them 
according to the process provided in the flowchart in Figure 3-5. 
 
 
Figure 3-15 The Complete Detailed HDGS 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
CASE STUDIES AND SIMULATIONS 
4.1 The HDGS’s Data Forecast 
Initially, from a physical point of view, all the blocks in Figure 3-15 are simplified to two 
state blocks – the fail state and success state. However, the physical model of the battery 
is not yet provided. In addition, the WTG block consists of many components in series that 
can be combined into one equivalent component with two states. In Table 4-1, the failure 
rate and the mean time to repair the battery are shown, which then become represented as 
a physical component with two states: success or failure. The equivalent rates for the WTG 
block are also shown in the table [67]. 
 
Table 4-1 FINAL FAILURE RATE AND REPAIR TIME [67] 
Component Failure Rate (1/year) MTTR (h) 
Battery 0.1 175.18 
WTG 0.403 130.19 
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To obtain the output power of the PV and wind systems, the ambient temperature (TEMP), 
solar radiation (SR), and wind speed (WS) of the same location will be provided. The data 
were obtained for Midland International Airport, Texas, US. The data were obtained and 
plotted versus time, and then a sequential ARMA short-term forecasting scheme was used 
to predict the future data for the TEMP, SR, and WS. The forecasted data points are then 
plotted versus time. However, some data points are unacceptable, for example, those 
having solar radiation that is less than zero. Such data points will be corrected, and in this 
case, the data will be set to zero, and the forecasted plots will also be corrected. Therefore, 
there will be three figures for each set of data. The first will be for the obtained data, the 
second will be for the forecasted data, and the third will be for the forecasted data after 
applying corrective modifications. In the following set of figures, the obtained data points 
will be plotted for the SR, its forecasted data points, and its corrected data points. Next, 
three similar plots will be shown for the TEMP. For the WS, three figures will be presented 
in the same order mentioned for the SR and TEMP.  
Figure 4-1 shows the yearly average solar radiation (SR) obtained from the metrological 
data, while Figure 4-2 shows the forecasted solar radiation using the ARMA model. 
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Figure 4-1 Yearly Average Solar Radiation, Metrological 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Forecasted Yearly Average Solar Radiation 
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Figure 4-3 presents the forecasted data that has been corrected by eliminating any abnormal 
points from the data forecast. For example, Figure 4-2 shows that some of the forecasted 
solar radiation points are below zero, which is not an allowed value. Thus, such values 
need to be set to zero. This is one type of correction, and the resulting curve after applying 
the correction is named the corrected solar radiation. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Corrected Yearly Average Solar Radiation 
 
Similar to the case of solar radiation, the retrieved ambient temperature (TEMP) is shown 
in Figure 4-4, and the forecasted data are shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-4 Yearly Average Ambient Temperature 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Forecasted Yearly Average Ambient Temperature 
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The forecasted ambient temperature after correction is given in Figure 4-6. The ambient 
temperature can be less than zero, hence the correction that was applied to the ambient 
temperature was simply to bring any unfitting or abnormal point into an acceptable range. 
For instance, if the temperature at the jth hour was 10, then in the forecasted data, it is not 
expected to be 50. Therefore, this point of temperature must be corrected by setting a limit 
to the maximum and minimum forecasted data points. 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Corrected Yearly Average Ambient Temperature 
 
The same scenario that was applied to the solar radiation, and the ambient temperature data 
is also applied to the wind speed data as shown below. 
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Figure 4-7 Yearly Average Wind Speed 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Forecasted Yearly Average Wind Speed 
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Figure 4-9 Corrected Yearly Average Wind Speed 
 
By using the corrected SR, TEMP and WS, in addition to the data from APPENDIX A 
INPUT DATA AND PARAMETERS, the solar power (SP) and wind power (WP) can be 
obtained. The relationship between the wind speed and wind power can also be plotted to 
assess the quality of the proposed models. The SP, WP, and the wind speed vs. wind power 
are shown in the following three figures. 
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Figure 4-10 Yearly Average Solar Power 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Yearly Average Wind Power 
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Figure 4-12 Wind Speed Vs. Wind Power 
 
The per-unit residential load data that will be used in this study is provided in Figure 4-13. 
Nevertheless, the HDGS is applicable to any other load value as desired. 
 
Figure 4-13 Yearly Average Load Power 
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The load in Figure 4-13 is a per-unit residential load representation. It can be multiplied by 
any load base value as desired. In this work, the generation and load will be used in their 
per-unit value based upon one common base value. The main reason for considering all the 
values per-unit is to generalize the analysis and enable this work to be applied to any case 
that has different values of demand and/or generation.  
 
4.2 Case Studies 
4.2.1 Case 1: Supplying a local load during interruptions 
In case 1, the HDGS will supply the local load at the load point where it is installed. When 
the grid is up, the HDGS will not need to supply the load. If the grid is down, the HDGS 
will work only for the interruption duration and during all the interruptions that could occur 
in the study period. When the grid is up, the battery of the HDGS will be allowed to charge 
from the HDGS. The battery will be assumed to be fully charged at the beginning. The load 
data as well as the generation data were all presented in the previous set of figures. The 
representation of case 1 is shown in Figure 4-14. For cases 2 and 3, their representation is 
provided in Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16, respectively. The failure rate and repair time at 
the circuit breaker are 3 failures/year and 9.0287 hours, respectively. The flowcharts shown 
in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 use the sources in an order that respects the operational cost, 
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i.e., the renewable sources are used first, then the battery, and lastly the conventional 
generator if needed. 
 
 
Figure 4-14 Case 1 Representation 
 
 
Figure 4-15 Case 2 Representation 
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Figure 4-16 Case 3 Representation 
 
The power flow of the different components of the system for case 1 is given in Figure 
4-17. The statistical and reliability data during failures are summarized in Table 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-17 Case 1: Power Flow During Failures 
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In the figure above, the term “ED Seen” stands for the load demanded as seen by the 
HDGS, and it is shown as a blue dotted line. This denotes that “ED Seen” is not the entire 
the load of all of the load points. It is simply whatever the HDGS is required to supply at 
the jth hour. The terms “SP” and “WP” are the PV and wind power, and they are denoted 
by the red and black lines, respectively. The energy in the battery is denoted by “EB,” 
which is shown in the figure with a magenta colour. “EDG” is the energy from the diesel 
generator and is shown in green.  
 
The battery is assumed to start from a fully charged state. However, by looking at the first 
hour of failure, the 2878th hour in the figure above, it can be noted that the battery is not 
fully charged. The reason behind this is that the effect of discharge at any hour j is applied 
at that hour. In other words, at the 2878th hour, the battery was discharged by an amount 
of energy equal to the difference between the maximum battery charge and the value shown 
in the figure at the 2878th hour.  To explain it in terms of numbers, consider that the battery 
had an amount of energy of 1 pu at the jth hour and that it was required to discharge an 
amount of 0.6 pu. As a result, at the jth hour, the battery will be shown in the figure to have 
0.4 pu instead of 1 pu. 
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4.2.2 Case 2: Supplying a local load and a nearby load during 
interruptions 
This is precisely the same situation as case 1 except that, at each hour, if there is some 
energy left in any of the sources or the storage system, the energy will be supplied to the 
load at the next load point. However, the battery will not be allowed to discharge for load 
2. This is to make certain that the priority of supply will always be given to load 1. Load 2 
is taken to be 0.8 of load 1, while load 3, the load next to load 1, is taken to be 0.9 of load 
1. The load 1 data were previously provided, and thus, loads two and three can be obtained.  
 
The power flow from/to the different components of the system for case 2 with respect to 
load 1 are given in Figure 4-18, while the power flow from/to those components with 
respect to load 2 is shown in Figure 4-19.  
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Figure 4-18 Case 2: Power Flow During Failures (Load 1) 
 
 
Figure 4-19 Case 2: Power Flow During Failures (Load 2) 
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In the previous figure, “EGen (SP+WP)” is whatever unused power is left from the 
renewable resources after feeding load 1. This power will be delivered to the second load, 
which is called “EGen,” or the generated energy from the renewable resources. 
 
4.2.3 Case 3: Supplying two loads during interruptions based upon a 
priority list 
This is a very similar case to case 2 except that the two loads that will be supplied will not 
be the local load, load 1, and the load next to it, load 2. The system will be given a priority 
list specifying which load is more important, which comes second, and which comes third. 
Then, the HDGS will supply the most important load and provide the remaining energy to 
the second most important load. 
 
The power flow of the different components of the HDGS in case 3 with respect to the 
most important load is given in Figure 4-20, while the power flows from/to those 
components with respect to the second most important load are shown in Figure 4-21. It is 
worth noting that, in some cases, if the generated power is observed to be more than the 
demand, this phenomenon is due to the efficiency of the inverter and the battery charging, 
which scale down the energy generated before it is transferred to the load. 
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Figure 4-20 Case 3: Power Flow During Failures (Load 1) 
 
 
Figure 4-21 Case 3: Power Flow During Failures (Load 2) 
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Table 4-2 STATISTICAL AND RELIABILITY DATA SUMMARY (DURING FAILURES) 
 Case 1 Case 2 (Load 1) 
Case 2 
(Load 2) 
Case 3 
(Load 1) 
Case 3 
(Load 2) 
Energy Unused 0 0 0 0.0899 0.0086 
Energy Unsatisfied 0 0 1.5087 0 0.7495 
Energy Demand 13.7238 13.5669 10.8535 6.3029 7.0032 
Energy Supplied 13.7238 13.5669 9.3448 6.3029 6.2537 
Energy (PV) 0.1253 4.1327 --- 0.674 --- 
Energy (Wind) 1.3895 1.0451 --- 0.2087 --- 
Energy (CG) 11.4317 8.1526 9.3448 5.0843 6.1814 
Energy (Battery) 2.3506 3.8799 --- 2.3307 --- 
Energy 
(Battery_Min) 2.236 2.236 --- 1.3932 --- 
Energy Generated 
(PV + Wind) --- --- 0 --- 0.0899 
LOLP 1 0 0 0.139 0 0.107 
LOLP 2 0 0 0.3462 0 0.1667 
 
In Table 4-2, “Energy Unused” is the excess energy that is not used at all for any purpose, 
and “Energy Unsatisfied” is the part of the demand that could not be met by the HDGS. 
The numbers in the table represent the summation of the points during all of the study’s 
interruptions. Therefore, “Energy Unused” represents the summation of the energy unused 
at every hour of interruption when the HDGS was operated.  “Energy Demand” is the total 
load demand that was required from the HDGS, and “Energy Supplied” is the energy that 
the HDGS was successfully able to deliver to the load. “Energy (PV),” “Energy (Wind),” 
and “Energy (CG)” represent the energy produced by the PV, wind, and conventional 
systems, respectively. “Energy (Battery)” is the total energy left in the battery after 
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considering all the charging and discharging at every hour of interruption. “Energy 
Battery_Min” is the total amount of energy that cannot be taken out of the battery during 
failures, i.e., the number of hours of failure multiplied by the minimum energy of the 
battery. The “Energy Generated” is simply whatever is left from the PV and wind power 
from the first load in addition to any power excess that was left. That energy will be 
available to supply the second load. Thus, the energy generated is not applicable in the case 
of the first load. In addition, the wind and PV energies are not applicable to the case of the 
second load as they are lumped into one term, “Energy Generated.” It is worth mentioning 
that the battery is not allowed to discharge to feed the second load. It serves only the first 
load. The loss of load probability indices (LOLP 1 and LOLP 2) are provided in the 
following equations [67]: 
 
8C   ,j,)3D[)6[.me5 ,j?3,.me5  (4-1) 
 
 
8C:   0,j,)3D[)6[.2me5 7  (4-2) 
where ‘i’ is the hour number and ‘n’ is the last hour of failure. 0,j,)3D[)6[.2 
is a step function that is equal to 1 when the unsatisfied energy is positive, and it is 
otherwise equal to zero. N here represents the total number of hours considered in the study. 
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In the next case studies, some parameters of the components of the system will be changed, 
and their effect on the results will be studied. There are numerous parameters that could be 
changed; however, the focus here will be on two important parameters, namely, the 
conventional generator’s maximum power rating and the battery’s size. Those two chosen 
parameters are selected due to their impact on the behaviour of the system. The renewable 
resources are intermittent, and therefore, their effect on the overall behaviour is not as 
critical as the effect of the diesel generator and the battery. 
 
4.2.4 Case 4: The Diesel Generator’s Parameter 
In this case, the diesel generator’s maximum power output will be set to 0.65 pu instead of 
1 pu, and none of the other parameters will change in the complete system. The result of 
this parameter change is provided in Table 4-3. It is important to note that there is no limit 
set for the LOLP indices. This is because this work studies the effect of sizing the system 
and does not focus on optimizing or setting a specific size of the HDGS. 
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Table 4-3 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS (CASE 4) 
 Case 1 Case 2 (Load 1) 
Case 2 
(Load 2) 
Case 3 
(Load 1) 
Case 3 
(Load 2) 
Energy Unused 0 0 0 0.0055 0 
Energy Unsatisfied 0.5359 0.1802 4.4799 0 2.3214 
Energy Demand 14.9856 8.9851 7.1881 5.7995 6.4439 
Energy Supplied 14.4497 8.8049 2.7083 5.7995 4.1225 
Energy (PV) 5.6172 0.4147 --- 0.5766 --- 
Energy (Wind) 0.4572 0.4905 --- 0.5457 --- 
Energy (CG) 8.1249 7.3719 2.7083 4.2868 4.1176 
Energy (Battery) 3.1049 1.6527 --- 2.1576 --- 
Energy 
(Battery_Min) 2.2360 1.462 --- 1.2384 --- 
Energy Generated 
(PV + Wind) --- --- 0 --- 0.0055 
LOLP 1 0.0358 0.0201 0.6232 0 0.3602 
LOLP 2 0.1538 0.1765 0.8235 0 0.375 
 
4.2.5 Case 5: The Battery’s Parameter 
In this case, the battery’s size will be set to 25% of the maximum demand instead of 50%, 
and none of the other parameters will change in the complete system. The result of this 
parameter change is provided in Table 4-4. 
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Table 4-4 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS (CASE 5) 
 Case 1 Case 2 (Load 1) 
Case 2 
(Load 2) 
Case 3 
(Load 1) 
Case 3 
(Load 2) 
Energy Unused 0.0964 0 0 0.056 0 
Energy Unsatisfied 0 0 1.3509 0 0.4632 
Energy Demand 7.14 11.8348 9.4679 8.9378 9.9309 
Energy Supplied 7.14 11.8348 8.1169 8.9378 9.4676 
Energy (PV) 0.2623 1.1964 --- 1.9894 --- 
Energy (Wind) 0.2386 0.6918 --- 0.3619 --- 
Energy (CG) 6.6513 9.703 8.1169 6.6075 9.4172 
Energy (Battery) 1.4891 1.5024 --- 1.7837 --- 
Energy 
(Battery_Min) 0.731 1.118 --- 0.774 --- 
Energy Generated 
(PV + Wind) --- --- 0 --- 0.056 
LOLP 1 0 0 0.1427 0 0.0466 
LOLP 2 0 0 0.2308 0 0.25 
 
It can be concluded from Table 4-2, Table 4-3, and Table 4-4 that reducing the battery size 
to half of the original does not greatly affect the LOLP indices. This is because there exists 
a large conventional generator in the system that can cover for the lost part of the storage. 
However, this implies that losing some part of this conventional/diesel generator will 
significantly disturb the system compared to the case of losing part of the storage. Indeed, 
the results confirm what the analysis implied. Table 4-3 shows that, in one case, LOLP 2 
became 0.8235. Therefore, from a planning point of view, which is beyond the scope of 
this work, this diesel generator is better optimized in terms of its size. 
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4.3 Discussion and Analysis 
In this section, the case studies and their results will be concisely summarized. Three case 
studies have been undertaken, and two more cases regarding the effects of changing various 
parameters were evaluated. For all of the case studies, there were three load points 
connected radially with one main breaker for the bus that protects all the load points. 
Resultantly, any fault at any point along any of the three load points will open the circuit 
breaker at the bus and disconnect the three load points. It makes sense to study a radial 
system in this case, as distribution systems tend to be general radial systems. When the 
breaker opens, the three loads will experience a failure.  
 
In case 1, the HDGS will be allowed to supply only the local load at the load point at which 
it is installed. Of course, this could be any of the three load points, but the HDGS will 
supply this and only this load point where it is installed. After that, the hourly analysis will 
be performed to test the reliability of the system at the load point. The reliability is tested 
through the loss of load probability indices.  
 
In case 2, the HDGS will first have to respond to the demand from the load point at which 
it is installed. Thereafter, if there is any energy left in any of the energy-generating sources, 
it will be allowed to feed the load that is at the next load point directly after the load point 
at which the HDGS is installed. Case 3 will feed two loads, as mentioned in case 2, but this 
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time, the two loads do not have to be local and neighbouring loads. In fact, the HDGS will 
be installed right after the bus and circuit breaker and not at any specific load point. 
Consequently, the HDGS can supply any chosen loads in any order, and this is why a 
priority list is needed. The system will be given a priority list stating the importance of 
each load. Based upon that list, the HDGS will feed the most important load first and it 
will then subsequently feed the second most important load, if possible.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the wind, PV, conventional, and storage systems have been represented by 
accurate models. Reliability block diagrams were used to represent the physical 
components of each of those subsystems. The wind speed, solar radiation and ambient 
temperature were collected and used to perform sequential hourly forecasting of the future 
data. The power output of each subsystem was obtained using the input-output 
mathematical relations of each subsystem. The failure and repair rates of all the 
components, subsystems, and loads were simulated using the Monte Carlo technique. An 
effective technique of energy management, locally and on the feeder, was proposed to 
minimize the operational cost by keeping the conventional generator as the last one to run. 
A complete HDGS design has been proposed and introduced in this work. Three case 
studies were presented, and they proved the validity of the proposed HDGS.  More case 
studies were conducted with the system and demonstrated that the conventional generator’s 
size can greatly affect the reliability of the system. This thesis draws on simulation and 
representation techniques, which distinguishes it from the literature, where mostly only one 
technique or one subsystem is studied.  
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5.2 Future Work 
It can be observed that the proposed system involves the use of various simulation and 
analysis techniques. However, the overall scheme was a simulation operational scheme. 
Thus, even though the failure and repair rates of the components were included and 
reliability block diagrams were used, the process has been converted to simulation rather 
than states. The aspects and concerns of possible future work are listed below: 
1- This system can be designed using Markov modelling. All of the components can 
be made into states with transition rates, and these states can be combined to form 
the complete HDGS.  
2- Representing the system by Markov states may increase the complexity and the 
calculation time.  
3- It can be very useful as it becomes handy for reliability studies, depending on the 
purpose of the study, and it can be compared to the results obtained from this thesis.  
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A. APPENDIX A 
INPUT DATA AND PARAMETERS 
Table A-1 Efficiency and Other Parameters 
Component Efficiency 
EBmin 20 % 
EBmax 100 % 
sbat 85 % 
sinv 90 % 
DOD 80 % 
 
Table A-2 WTG FAILURE RATES AND REPAIR TIMES [19], [39]-[40] 
Component Avg. # Failures /yr. Avg. Down Time per year (h) 
Avg. Down Time 
per Failure (h) 
Entire Unit 0.011 0.8 79.7 
Structure 0.006 0.6 104.1 
Yaw System 0.026 6.6 259.4 
Hydraulics 0.061 2.6 43.2 
Mechanical 
Brakes 0.005 0.6 125.4 
Gears 0.045 11.6 256.7 
Sensors 0.054 2.7 49.4 
Drive Train 0.004 1.2 291.4 
Control System 0.05 9.2 184.6 
Electric System 0.067 7.2 106.6 
Generator 0.021 4.5 210.7 
Blades/ Pitch 0.052 4.7 91.6 
Hub 0.001 0.000000001 (0) 12.5 
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Table A-3 PV SYSTEM COMPONENTS’ FAILURE AND REPAIR RATES [19],[67] 
Component Failure Rate (Occ./Yr.) 
Repair Rate 
(Occ./Yr.) 
Panels 0.004 219 
Inverter 0.5 50 
Charge Controller 0.125 50 
Control Unit 0.1 50 
WTG Rectifier 0.5 50 
 
Table A-4 UNITS’ COSTS [23] 
 Component Rating/ Performance/ Cost ($) 
Wind 
Wind Turbine (BWCXL1) 
Capital Cost/ Salvage Value, pu 
Annual O&M Cost, pu 
Life Time 
1 KW 
3200 $/ 320 $ 
100 $ 
20 Years 
PV 
PV Module (SX-120S) 
Capital Cost/ Salvage Value, pu 
Annual O&M Cost, pu 
Life Time 
120 W 
650 $/ 65 $ 
5 $ 
20 Years 
Diesel 
Generator 
Diesel Generator 
Capital Cost/ Salvage Value 
Annual O&M Cost 
Fuel Cost 
Life Time 
3 KW 
550 $/ (55 $ per KW) 
0.025 $ per KWh 
0.2 $ per KWh 
5 Years 
Battery 
Battery (Deep Cycle) 12 V 
Capital Cost 
Annual O&M Cost 
Life Time/ Efficiency/ DOD 
1.35 KWh 
100$ 
(10 $ per KWh) 
5 Years/ 85%/80% 
Inverter 
Inverter 
Efficiency/ Life 
3 KW 
95%/ 20 Years 
HDGS 
Project 
Project Life 
Interest Rate 
Inflation Rate 
20 Years 
15% 
9% 
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Table A-5 PV SYSTEM’S PARAMETERS [41] 
PV Parameters Unit Value 
Pmpp W 320 
Vmpp V 54.7 
Impp A 5.86 
Voc V 64.8 
Isc A 6.24 
Kv mV/K -176.6 
Ki mA/K 3.5 
Not tC 45 
 
Table A-6 WTG SYSTEM’S PARAMETERS [41] 
WTG Parameters Unit Value 
Rated Power W 500 
Rated Speed m/s 12 
Cut-in Speed m/s 3 
Cut-out Speed m/s 24 
 
Table A-7 CONVENTIONAL DG SYSTEM’S PARAMETERS [41], [68] 
Conventional DG 
Parameters Unit Value 
Rated Power W 750 
Minimum Power W 250 
MTTF hours 7500 
MTTR hours 150 
Failures per start attempt (f/start) 0.0135 
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